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Introduction 
Space has become an important tool for achieving goals in key policy areas including climate, 

economic development, security, climate and the management of resources. With the sheer 

extent of the universe, the sovereignty, safety and peace is hard to control in outer space. 

There have been a few attempts to implement policies to establish control of legal and 

security issues in outer space but with the recent scientific developments in in the usage and 

exploration of outer space, the discussion concerning the safe usage of outer space continues. 

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Space law - Space law is the body of law that governs all space related activities such as but 

not limited to: space exploration, information sharing, environment, development of new 

technologies, ethics and disarmament. 

 

Outer Space - Outer space is the span that exists outside of the earth’s atmosphere. The exact 

altitude of what can be considered outer space is heavily debate but an altitude of 100km 

above sea level is conventionally used in treaties and records. 

 

Space Race - The Space Race was a competition to achieve firsts in spaceflight capability 

between the Soviet Union and the US. This competition took place from 1955 till 1972 during 

the cold war.  

 

The Outer Space Treaty - The Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the 

Exploration and Use of Outer Space is a treaty by the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of 

Outer Space. This treaty was established in 1967 and lays the groundwork for all space law.  

 

Background Information 
The first mention of regulation usage of outer space dates back to 1919, with international law 

recognising each nation’s sovereignty over the airspace directly above their land. This was 

later enforced at the Convention of International Civil Aviation in 1944. Although this was 

mainly meant for air travel, it was used for space travel before there were specific regulations 

concerning space travel. 
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On the 4th of October 1957, the Soviet Union launched the first satellite into outer space. This 

marked the beginning of the Space Race, and also the start of systematic discussion of space 

law. In 1958 the United Nations established the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer 

Space1 (CORPUOS) with the mission to review the scope of international cooperation in 

peaceful uses of outer space, devise programs to be carried out with the help of the UN, 

encourage research on the distribution of information on outer space matters and to study 

legal issues arising from the exploration of outer space. This committee was formally 

established by a resolution in 1959. The United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs 

(UNOOSA) was created on December 13th, 1958 to serve as the secretariat for the Committee 

on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.   

 

During the 1960s the interest in space activities increased and more countries became 

involved, increasing the size of the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. On 

October 10th, 1967, the Outer Space Treaty2 (formally known as the Treaty on Principles 

Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space) came into 

effect. This treaty holds the basic principles of international space law and forms the basic 

legal framework concerning outer space. The Outer Space Treaty’s main points are amongst 

others: prohibiting the usage of nuclear weapons in space, only allowing for the usage of the 

moon and other celestial bodies for peaceful purposes, the right to free exploration and that no 

nation is allowed to claim sovereignty over outer space.   

 

In the 1972 Liability Convention was drawn up to state considerations if a space object causes 

damage or loss to human life. In 1975 the Registration Convention3 called upon nations to 

keep track of all objects launched into space. Both of these helped with the protection of 

citizens from outer space affairs. The developments regarding this issue continued to be small 

with minor declarations such as the Nuclear Power Sources Principles of 1992, regarding the 

radiation omitted from spacecrafts and the Benefits Declaration to make sure that all space 

exploration shall be carried out in the benefit for all nations. 

 

 
1https://www.unoosa.org/res/oosadoc/data/resolutions/2018/general_assembly_73rd_session/ares7391
_html/N1842518.pdf  
2 https://history.nasa.gov/1967treaty.html  
3https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ast/media/Conv_Regi_Objects_Launched
.pdf  
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During the 2000s there have been many developments in technology and possibilities for the 

usage of outer space, increasing the amount of issues we are facing regarding the protection of 

outer space and the prevention of misuse of outer space.  

 

One such issue is space debris, also known as space trash or space junk. The term covers 

man-made objects in space, specifically in the Earth’s orbit, which no longer have a function. 

More than 23,000 known man-made fragments larger than four inches are currently in the 

Earth’s orbit, and that only includes the detectable space pollution. Space debris can be a 

hazard to active satellites, telescopes, spacecrafts and other objects orbiting the Earth, and can 

impact other objects at over 22,300 mph, which is faster than the speed of a bullet. For 

example, in 2006, a small fragment of space trash collided with the International Space 

Station, taking a chip our of its reinforced window. Space debris can also be a potential 

danger to Earth, as it has been estimated by NASA that an average on large piece of debris 

has fallen back to Earth each day for the past 50 years. Russia currently has the most objects 

in space, with more than 6,500 objects, however it is only the second largest contributor to 

space trash. The biggest contributor to space debris in the USA, with 3,999 objects, and the 

third largest is China, partly due to it destroying one of its own satellites in an anti-satellite 

weapon test in 2007.  There are no international treatises minimising space debris, except of 

COPUOS UN voluntary guidelines. However, there are currently many national regulations 

set by e.g. NASA and the European Space Agency (ESA). Measures are being developed to 

contain the issue. Japan’s space agency (JAXA), is testing an electronic whip that stretches 

six football field long, called the electrodynamic tether (EDT). The electrified line, nearly 

2,300 feet long, is capped with a 44-pound weight. When deployed, it is intended to knock 

debris out of orbit and send them into to the Earth’s atmosphere to burn. Other proposals 

include giant magnets, harpoons, and nets. Many nations are also trying to ensure that any 

future man-made orbiters have an appropriate end-of-life plan to limit the amount of space 

debris4. 

 

Major Countries and Organisations Involved 

COPOUS - The Committee of Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. It is an UN committee set up to 

govern the exploration of space with the goal for it to benefit of all humanity. 

 

 
4 https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/space/reference/space-junk/ 
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UNOOSA - The UN Office for Outer Space Affairs is a part of the UN secretariat set up to 

support the Committee of Peaceful Uses of Outer Space. 

 

IISL - The International Institute of Space law. IISL is an NGO dedicated to the development 

of space law and the expansion of the rule of law in exploration. 

 

ESPI - The European Space Policy Institute is a centre for independent analysis and advice 

regarding space policy. Their goals include facilitating research, providing information and 

promoting their policies on a global level.  

 

USA - The United States of America has played a big part in both the development of space 

law and space exploration and has been involved in this issue since the start of the discussion. 

They are currently focussed on using outer space for commercial purposes and want to use 

space as a way to benefit their nation as a whole, for example with the SPACE Act of 20155. 

 

Luxembourg - Luxembourg is one of the few countries that has its own legislations regarding 

outer space and was the first European country to pass a law that would allow companies the 

ownership of any resources they extract form space. 

 

Relevant UN Resolutions 
Recommendations on national legislation relevant to the peaceful exploration and use of outer 

space, 11 December 2013: 

https://www.unoosa.org/pdf/gares/A_RES_68_074E.pdf 

 

International co-operation in the peaceful uses op outer space, 20 December 1961: 

https://www.unoosa.org/pdf/gares/ARES_16_1721E.pdf 

 

International cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space, 27 February 2001: 

https://www.unoosa.org/pdf/gares/ARES_55_122E.pdf  

Declaration on the fiftieth anniversary of the Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of 

States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial 

 
5 https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2262  
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Bodies, 14 December 2017:                                                                                                                                 

https://www.unoosa.org/res/oosadoc/data/resolutions/2017/general_assembly_72nd_session/a

res7278_html/N1742908.pdf                                                                                                                                            

Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue                                                                                          
There have been various treaties and resolutions in attempts to solve this issue, and legal 

groundworks have been established in relation to this issue. The Outer Space Treaty of 1967 

has been the main breakthrough in safeguarding the usage of outer space. However, this treaty 

has become dated and there are a lot of loopholes such as it being focussed on countries only, 

leading to many private companies exploiting it.  

There have been resolutions covering a wide variety of outer space-related issues such as 

satellite and radio signals, sovereignty over space and celestial bodies, nuclear weapons and 

use of resources. To further lead the discussion on the use outer space, UNOOSA has held a 

series of UNISPACE conferences to discuss key issues with the most recent conference being 

in 1999. This conference lead to the making of the Vienna Declaration on Space and Human 

Development6.  

In 2019 the UN First Committee of the General Assembly accepted 4 new drafts7 on outer 

space security and militarization, strengthening previous resolutions.  

 

 

  

 
6 https://www.unoosa.org/pdf/reports/unispace/viennadeclE.pdf  
7 https://undocs.org/A/C.1/74/L.59  
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Possible Solutions 

Previous attempts to solve this issue are mainly treaties and codes of conduct. What is lacking 

however, is a way to enforce the points made by said treaties and codes. To solve this the UN 

needs to regulate the usage of outer space better and stricter. An example of this is appointing 

a task force that will implement the UN regulations.  

 

Previous attempts also contain a lot of loopholes in its resolutions. To solve this issue 

unexploitable and specific resolutions are needed to make sure that both nations and 

companies make sure to follow them. 
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